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Aging effects on Query Flow Graphs for Query Suggestion

ABSTRACT

As users interests change over time, the knowledge extracted from query logs may suffer an aging effect as new interesting 
topics appear. In order to validate experimentally this hypothesis, we consider the problem of query recommendation. A recent 
query-log mining approach for query recommendation is based on Query Flow Graphs (QFG). We thus propose an evaluation of 
the effects of time on this query recommendation model. We build different query flow graphs from the queries belonging 
to a large query log of a real-world search engine. Each query flow graph is built on distinct query log segments. Then, we gene-
rate recommendations on different sets of queries. Results are assessed both by means of human judgments and by using an 
automatic evaluator showing that the models inexorably age.

The Query Flow Graph Model

A successfully query-log mining approach for 
generating useful query recommendation is 
based on Query Flow Graphs (QFGs). 

The QFG model aggregates information in a 
query log by providing a markov-chain re-
presentation of the query reformulation pro-
cess followed by users trying to satisfy the 
same information need.

Each query is represented by a single node in-
dependently of its frequency, or of the number 
of distinct users who issued it.

The query recommendation method is based 
on a random walk over a query graph star-
ting from the query for which we want sugge-
stions.
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Figure 2: A portion of the query flow graph using
the weighting scheme based on relative frequencies,
described on Section 4.

Let f(s, q) and f(q, t) indicate the number of times query q
is the first and last query of a session, respectively.

The weight we use is:

w′(q, q′) =

{
f(q,q′)

f(q)
if (w(q, q′) > θ) ∨ (q = s) ∨ (q = t)

0 otherwise,

which uses the chaining probabilities w(q, q′) basically to
discard pairs that have a probability of less than θ to be
part of the same chain.

By construction, the sum of the weights of the edges go-
ing out from each node is equal to 1. The result of such a
normalization can be viewed as the transition matrix P of a
Markov chain.

In Figure 2 we show a small snapshot of the query flow
graph we produce with this weighting scheme. This contains
the query “barcelona” and some of its followers up to a
depth of 2, selected in decreasing order of count. Also the
terminal node t is present in the figure. Note that the sum of
outgoing edges from each node does not reach 1 just because
not all outgoing edges (and relative destination nodes) are
reported.

5. FINDING CHAINS
In this section we describe our first application of the

query-flow graph: finding chains of queries in user sessions.
As we have already mentioned, finding chains is a very im-
portant problem as it allows improving query-log analysis,
user profiling, mining user behavior, and more. For this
application we use the first weighing scheme described in
Section 4 based on chaining probabilities.

The problem we consider is the following. We are given a
supersession S = 〈q1, q2, . . . , qk〉 of one particular user. We

are also given the query-flow graph, which has been com-
puted with the sessions of S as part of its input. The chain-
finding problem can also be defined in the case that the
sessions of S have not participated in the construction of
the query-flow graph. However, in this paper we focus on
the former case and we leave the latter for future work.

One of the challenges of the problem we consider arises
from our definition of chains: we allow chains not to be con-
secutive in the supersession S; in other words, the super-
session S may contain many intertwined chains such as the
ones shown in the Table 1. Previous work has mostly focused
on the case where all chains are consecutive.

Chain #1 Chain #2

. . . . . .
football results january 2nd pointui forum
royal carribean cruises audi ipswich
holidays golfers elbow
motherwell football club cox ipswich
... ...

Table 1: Two fragments from actual sessions con-
taining non-consecutive chains.

The chain-finding problem can be formalized as follows:
let us define a chain cover of S = 〈q1, q2, . . . qk〉 as a par-
tition of the set {1, . . . , k} into subsets C1, . . . , Ch. Each
set Cu = {iu1 < · · · < iu�u

} is thought of as a chain Cu =
〈s, qiu

1
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, t〉, that is associated the probability

P (Cu) = P (s, qiu
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and we want to find a chain cover maximizing P (C1) . . . P (Ch).
When a query appears more than once, “duplicate” nodes

for that query are added to the formulation, which makes the
description of the algorithm slightly more complicated than
what is presented here. For simplicity of the presentation we
omit the details related to queries appearing more than once
below, which are not fundamental to the understanding of
the algorithm.

We separate this problem into two subproblems: session
reordering and session breaking. The session reordering prob-
lem is to ensure that all the queries belonging to the same
search mission are consecutive. Then, the session breaking
problem is much easier as it only needs to deal with non-
intertwined chains.

5.1 Session re-ordering by ATSP
We formulate the session re-ordering problem as an in-

stance of the Assymmetric Traveler Salesman Problem (ATSP).
Let w(q, q′) be a weight defined as a chaining probability
from Section 4. Given the session S = 〈q1, q2, . . . qk〉, con-
sider a directed weighted graph GS = (V, E, h) with nodes
V = {s, q1, . . . , qk, t}, edges E and edge weights h defined
as h(qi, qj) = − log w(qi, qj) . An edge (qi, qj) exists in E if
w(qi, qj) > 0.

An optimal ordering is a permutation π of 〈1, 2, . . . k〉 that
maximizes

k−1∏

i=1

w(qπ(i), qπ(i+1)).

This is equivalent to finding a Hamiltonian path of minimum
weight in this graph.
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Assessing the aging effect
Our experiments have been conducted on the AOL query log (20M queries for 650K 
users, from 1st March, 2006 to 31st May, 2006).

To assess the aging effects we conducted several experiments to evaluate the impact of diffe-
rent factors.

The log has been split into three different segments. Two of them have been used for trai-
ning (M1, M2) and the third one for testing (test log). Two QFG has been built. One using 
M1 and one using M2.

!"#$%&'()$ !"#$*+',-$ !"#$%&.$ /!#)$%&.$

M2 M1 

drop in the first part of the log M1. Actually, to make the

assessment more significant, we do not include queries that

are too similar, and we do not include queries containing

domain names within the query string. Figure 1 graphically

show where the selected queries for each class fall when we

plot the popularity of the top-1000 most frequent queries in

M3 by considering query ids assigned according to frequen-

cies in M1.
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Figure 1: Queries in F3. The set of top 1,000 queries
in M3 compared with the same set projected on M1.
Query identifiers are assigned according to frequen-
cies in M3. The circled area in the plot highlights
the zone from where F3 was drawn.

Some examples of queries in F1 are: “shakira”, “ameri-
canidol”, “nfl”. Some other examples of queries in F3 are:

“mothers day gift”, “memorial day”, “da vinci code”. The

queries are related to particular events in March 2006, for

instance singer Shakira in March 2006 released a music al-

bum, and in May 2006 the movie adaptation of the popular

book “Da Vinci Code” was published.

We selected two distinct sets because we want to assess

the effectiveness of recommendations for both new or emerg-

ing query topics in the test log (i.e. queries in F3), and for

queries that are frequent in the first month but poorly repre-

sented (or absent) in the test month (i.e. queries in F1). The

first evaluation we perform is a human-based assessment of

the quality of query suggestions generated by models trained

on the two different segments. From each query in F1 and

F3 we generated the top 20 recommendations using four dif-

ferent sets of QFG-based models: three of them are filtered

with different threshold values (0.5, 0.65, and 0.75), one is

generated without filtering (threshold 0). Each set consists

of QFGs built on either M1, or M2. The generated recom-

mendations were manually evaluated and classified as useful
and not useful. We consider useful a recommendation that

undoubtedly interprets the possible intent of the user better

than the original query.

Table 3 shows the results of the human assessment per-

formed by counting, for each query and the three different

threshold levels, the number of useful suggestions. We av-

eraged the counts over all the queries evaluated. For each

training period we show the average number of useful sug-

gestion for queries in the three different groups, i.e. F1, F3,

and F1 ∪ F3.

From the table we can draw some interesting conclusions.

First, the performance of the models built from M1 and

M2 are quite similar (column F1 ∪ F3). This might seem

filtering

threshold

average number

of useful sugges-

tions on M1

average number

of useful sugges-

tions on M2
F1 F3 F1 ∪ F3 F1 F3 F1 ∪ F3

0 2.51 2.02 2.26 2.12 2.46 2.29
0.5 3.11 2.69 2.9 2.88 2.87 2.87

0.65 3.02 2.66 2.84 2.8 2.71 2.76

0.75 3 2.64 2.82 2.72 2.68 2.7

Table 3: Model aging statistics varying the model
type and the temporal window. Results were man-
ually assessed. Best results are represented in bold
typeface.

a counterexample to the hypothesis that the models age.

Actually, by breaking down the overall figure into separate

figures for F1 and F3 we can observe that for all the queries

in F3 the suggestions built from M2 are more useful than

those built on M1. Furthermore, by inspecting some of the

suggestions generated for the queries shown in Table 2, it is

evident that some of the suggestions are “fresher” (i.e. more

up-to-date) in the case of a model built on M2 than those

obtained on models built on M1. This is particularly true

for queries in F3.

When we performed the assessment of the suggestions we

noted a phenomenon regarding the scores computed on the

different QFGs by the random walk-based method. Let us

consider again the results shown in Table 2 and let us look

at the suggestions, with the relative scores, computed for

6 queries (3 queries from F1 and 3 queries from F3) on

M1 and M2. As we go further down the list sorted by

score, when the quality of the suggestions starts to degrade,

we often observe that the useless suggestions are associated

with the same low score values, e.g. “regions banking”, “aol
email only”, “adultactioncamcom” are three different (and

useless) query suggestions for the query “harley davidson”

whose QFG computed score is always 1394.

From the above observation we make the following hy-

pothesis that we will use to derive an automatic evaluation

methodology to assess the “usefulness” of suggestions:

when a QFG-based query recommender system
gives the same score to consecutive suggestions,
these recommendations and the following ones
having a lower score are very likely to be useless..

A QFG-based recommender system recommends queries

by computing a random walk with restart on the model. At

each step, the random walker either remains in the same

node with a probability α, or it follows one of the out-links

with probability equal to 1 − α. Out-links are followed pro-

portionally to w(i, j). Let us suppose the recommender sys-

tem start recommending more than k queries sharing the

same score for the given query q. On the QFG model it

means that the query q has more than k out-links sharing

the same probability (w(i, j)). Due to the lack of informa-

tion the system is not able to assign a priority to the k
recommended queries. This is the reason why we consider

these recommendations as“useless”. This heuristic considers

useful k query recommendations if the suggestions following

the top-k recommended queries have equal scores associated

with them. Consider again the case of the query “harley

davidson”, we have six queries with different scores and then

the remaining queries (for which the associated scores are

equal) are clearly useless.

Query Set Query M1 M2

F3 da vinci

49743 da vinci’s self portched black and white 73219 da vinci and math
47294 the vitruvian man 33769 da vinci biography
35362 last supper da vinci 31383 da vinci code on portrait
31307 leonardo da vinci 29565 'ying machines
30234 post it 28432 inventions by leonardo da vinci
30234 handshape 20stories 26003 leonardo da vinci paintings

23343 friends church
23343 jerry c website

F1 harley davidson

5097 harley davidson ny 5749 harley davidson premium sound system owners manual
2652 american harley davidson 3859 automatic motorcycles
2615 2002 harley davidson ultra classic 3635 harley davidson credit
2602 adamec harley davidson 3618 cherokee harley davidson
2341 air ↓ght 2103 harley davidson sporster
2341 928 zip code 1965 2002 harley davidson classic
2341 antispy ware 1394 regions banking

1394 aol email only
1394 adultactioncamcom

Table 2: Some examples of recommendations generated on different QFG models. Queries used to generate
recommendations are taken from different query sets.

We perform the automatic analysis described above to

the 400 most frequent queries in the third month for which

recommendations were generated on models built on either

M1 or M2. For all the experiments we set k = 3. Table 4

shows that according to this measure of quality filtered mod-

els works better than unfiltered ones. The filtering process

reduces the “noise” on the data and generates more precise

knowledge on which recommendations are computed. Fur-

thermore, the increase is quite independent from the thresh-

old level, i.e. by increasing the threshold from 0.5 to 0.75
the overall quality is, roughly, constant.

filtering

threshold

average number

of useful sugges-

tions on M1

average number

of useful sugges-

tions on M2
0 2.84 2.91

0.5 5.85 6.23

Table 4: Recommendation statistics obtained by us-
ing the automatic evaluation method on a relatively
large set of 400 queries drawn from the most fre-
quent in the third month.

We further break down the overall results shown in Table 4

to show the number of queries on which the QFG-based

model generated a given number of useful suggestions. To

highlight more the aging effect we show in Figure 2 the total

number of queries having at least a certain number of useful

recommendation. For example, the third bucket shows how

many queries have at least three useful suggestions. For

each bucket, results for M2 are always better than the ones

for M1. Furthermore, for Figure 2 we can observe that a

model trained on M2 has a larger percentage of queries for

which the number of useful suggestions is at least 4. This

confirms our hypothesis that QFG-based recommendation

models age.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have studied the effect of time on recom-

mendations generated using Query Flow Graphs [2] (QFGs).

We have shown that the interests of search-engine users

change over time and new topics may become popular, while

other that focused for some time the attention of the crowds

can suddenly loose importance. The knowledge extracted

from query logs can thus suffer from an aging effect, and

the models used for recommendations becoming unable to

generate useful and interesting suggestions.
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Figure 2: Histogram showing the total number of
queries having at least a certain number of useful
recommendations. For instance the third bucket
shows how many queries have at least three useful
suggestions. Results are computed automatically.
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M1 or M2. For all the experiments we set k = 3. Table 4
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reduces the “noise” on the data and generates more precise

knowledge on which recommendations are computed. Fur-
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Selecting Test Queries

Results

In order to assess the various reasons why a QFG-based model ages we have considered, for 
each segment, two classes of queries (F1 and F3).

F1 is the set of the 30 queries that are among the 1,000 most frequent queries in the first 
month (M1) but whose frequency has had the greater drop in the last month covered by 
the query log (test log).

F3 is the set of the 30 queries among the 1,000 most frequent queries in the test log whose 
frequency has the greater drop in the first part of the log M1.

We generate recommendations on this two sets of queries assessing their quality using an 
user study.

Here the suggestions and 
their relative score,  com-
puted for queries from F1 
and F3 on M1 and M2.

Going down in the list, 
we observe that less 
useful suggestions are 
associated with low 
score values. 
We make the following hypothesis: when a QFG-based query recommender system gives 
the same score to consecutive suggestions, these recommendations and the following 
ones having a lower score are very likely to be less useful.

We will use the hypothesis to derive an automatic evaluation methodology to assess the 
usefulness of suggestions. We perform the automatic evaluation on the 400 most frequent 
queries in the third month (test log).

To highlight more the aging effect we show the total number of queries having at least a cer-
tain number of useful recommendation. For example, the third bucket shows how many 
queries have at least three useful suggestions.

We can observe that a model trained on M2 has 
a larger percentage of queries for which the 
number of useful suggestions is at least 4.

This confirms our hypothesis that QFG-based re-
commendation models age.
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the overall quality is, roughly, constant.
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recommendations. For instance the third bucket
shows how many queries have at least three useful
suggestions. Results are computed automatically.
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